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This book contains a selection of English,
Russian and German short poems with
translations where appropriate. Some of the
contents were put together in moments
which I was able to snatch from a very
busy and demanding career at the English
Bar and some have been added after
retirement. The translations are original
translations by myself [to ensure that they
really are original I have been totally
resolute in restraining myself from reading
any other verse translation]. Since I have
made every effort to convey the literal
meaning of each word it would not be
correct to describe the translations as free
translations. It must however be understood
that my overwhelming priority throughout
has been to try to reproduce the rhythm and
music of the original language and in order
to achieve this it has occasionally been
necessary to choose, without distorting the
sense, a word or words which are not an
exact translation of the original [often in
the case of the Russian text this is because
the Russian word contains more syllables
than any literal English equivalent]. Very
rarely the same approach has been taken in
order to achieve a rhyme which in its
context was considered to be more
important than a literal translation. Thus
for example in one of Bunins poems the
Russian word for knees has been translated
as feet.
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Feelings For You, Falling in Love Poem This poem is dedicated to everyone that has lost someone they really were in
love with. Sometimes people are confused on what to do next, after a break up. Feelings Of Love, True Love Poem
Poems about Feelings at the worlds largest poetry site. Ranked poetry on Feelings, by famous & modern poets. Learn
how to write a poem about Feelings and Feeling poems - Hello Poetry I wrote this poem because Im sad and depressed.
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Im 13 and I live in Arkansas. Im really depressed because I have horrible head aches non stop everyday and Feel poems
- Hello Poetry This is to the person I have fallen in love with. When there are feelings that are so strong, sometimes
writing helps me express them. 35 Best Feelings Poems by Teens - Family Friend Poems This would be my take on
love and the ray of emotions that some of us might experience in the course of it all, leaving us smiling and breathless. If
Feeling Isnt In It by John Brehm Poetry Magazine Lonely Poems, a subcategory of Sad Love Poems. Poems about
Loneliness and feeling Alone. After a breakup, there is a great feeling of loneliness that Images for POEMS OF
FEELING Sad poems describe sad dark feelings of pain, suffering and grief. Sad Love poems, Death poems and
Depression poems. Feeling Sad :(, Confused about Love Poem As I was distancing myself from my husband to
prepare for the worst I started having feelings for my best friend. He called me his muse, his soul mate. As the My love
and Feelings towards you!! by Kate - Love Poems Poems about Feelings. Some teenagers think that showing feelings
is a sign of weakness. However, the contrary is true. Those people that have the courage to share their feelings with their
peers are likely to have healthier, happier, and longer lasting relationships. The Feeling Of Emptiness, Depression
Poem I feel empty and broken, I feel like a monster is trying to escape. I dont know which way to go I am crying but
only dry tears, dust on my face and sores on my Feelings Of Abandonment, Alone Poem This is a poem of how I have
felt abandoned by those few that claimed to love me throughout my life. Famous Feelings Poems Examples of
Famous Feelings Poetry Short Feelings Poems. These are the most popular short Feelings poems by PoetrySoup poets.
Search short poems about Feelings by length and keyword. Feelings poems - Hello Poetry I cant remember the last
time I touched your face. But I can feel your cheekbones digging into my mind like the feeling of taking a shovel
hollowing out my own Short Feelings Poems Short Poems About Feelings - Poetry Soup Feelings Poems. Examples
of feelings poetry. View a list of, share, and read all types of FEELINGS poems with subcategories. Famous poems
about feelings Confused about Love Poems - Unclear and Mixed Feelings about Poem On Feeling Of Being In
Love. Latest Shared Story. As a parent of a teenage girl I understand exactly how this woman feels. Childhood was void
of the Im Feeling Alone Poem, Hold Me - Family Friend Poems 8 Poems For When You Feel Lost In This Big
World, And Need A No one can see how you feel. people say the feelings deep within you should leave them alone.
showing feelings deep within is like playing with fire, you will I Feel So Lost, Hurting Poem by Teens - Family
Friend Poems Famous Feelings poems written by famous poets. Examples of Famous Feelings Poetry. Read famous
Feelings Poems. Poems about Sadness - Family Friend Poems If youve fallen in love, capture a heart with a poem.
When you are with your lover there is no greater feeling in the world, and when youre not you spend all That Feeling
Of Forever., Short Poem This Feeling Of Depression, Sad Poem by Teens Poems about Confused Feelings about
Love. Unsure and Mixed feelings about love are very common. Answers can be found by becoming more self aware.
How I Feel About You Poem, You - Family Friend Poems You can take it away, as far as Im concernedId rather
spend the afternoon with a nice dog. Im not kidding. Dogs have what a lot of poems lack: excitements Feelings Poems Modern Award-winning Feelings Poetry : All Poetry This poem is about feeling very alone in the world. Like
someone turned off the lights and has me walking the streets with nobody besides me, just wanting Alone Poems Poems about Being Alone - Family Friend Poems I really liked this guy. He is a total sweety. But I messed things up
with him by not telling him how I felt. Turthfully, I didnt know how. So I wrote this poem. Feelings Poems Poems
About Feelings - Poetry Soup Aug 26, 2016 3.2k. Yana Toyber. 1. You are still learning that beauty blooms in the
darkest of places, like the flower whose roots grab hold of the soil Poem About Feeling Regret and Guilt, Alone In
My Head Poems about loneliness. The feeling of being sad, alone and depressed. Having no friends, feeling unloved
and feeling all alone. Poem On Feeling Of Being In Love, Wonderful Heartache This is basically describing the
turmoil I feel every day, and Im just so tired at this point. Im losing hope. Im losing my will to go on. This is my final
cry for help. Falling in Love Poems - Poems about Falling in Love Love Poems - My love and Feelings towards you!!
by Kate. Every time I m with you, theres a constant smile on my face. The piece missing from
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